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ANY QUESTIONS?

TX:  	14/08/09  2000-2050

PRESENTER:	Eddie Mair

PANELLISTS:	Toby Young 		– Columnist
	Oliver Walston 		– Farmer
	Bob Crow	 		– General Secretary of RMT Union
	Dr Sarah Churchwell 	– Senior Lecturer in American Studies at the University of East Anglia

FROM:	Rye College, East Sussex
GUESTS OF:	Rye and District Chamber of Commerce



MAIR  
Hello and welcome to Any Questions from Rye in East Sussex.  It was here in 1573 Queen Elizabeth the First visited and was so delighted by the reception, she named the town ‘Rye Royal’.  She also recommended the Rye and District Chamber of Commerce invite Any Questions at some point in future [LAUGHTER] which I’m now happy to say they’ve done.  On our panel this week: Dr Sarah Churchwell, a writer and academic who has been lecturing at the School of American Studies at the University of East Anglia, since 1999.  She was one of the judges at this year’s Orange Prize for best novel.  Her own publications include ‘The Many Lives of Marilyn Munroe’.  Commenting on Hillary Clinton’s outburst in Congo this week, Sarah Churchwell said ‘Why shouldn’t she get angry at someone implicitly calling her authority into question?’  We’re delighted to have Sarah with us especially since her husband was unavailable [LAUGHTER].  Bob Crow is General Secretary of the Rail, Maritime and Transport Union.  He describes himself as a Communist / Socialist, unable to understand how the world produces enough food to feed the world twice every day, but a third of the world goes to bed hungry every night.  How can capitalism be working?  He’s known to many of his growing membership as a leader who gets things done, he’s known to thousands of railway users as a – well I can’t say it but Alan Duncan used the word this week. [LAUGHTER].

Oliver Walston has a view, no doubt on feeding the world, he’s a farmer based in East Anglia, producing wheat, sugar beet and oil seed rape, he’s a regular newspaper columnist who has likened the Soil Association  and its supporters to the ‘Organic Taliban’. [LAUGHTER].  He says ‘if you’re perfectly willing to see your grocery bill rise by forty per cent, then by all means buy organic food and be happy.  But don’t kid yourself that you’ll be healthier’.  In one column recently he described himself as a ‘miserable old git’. [LAUGHTER].

Toby Young is a journalist and author.  He famously helped found the Modern Review before moving to New York where, as his book describes in eye-watering detail, he lost friends and alienated people.  He recently toyed with the idea of becoming a Member of Parliament but writes in the Spectator this week that he won’t bother – he is a loss to politics.  As he once wrote ‘if the News of the World can get a splash out of George Osborne’s acquaintance with a cocaine-snorting ex-prostitute, God knows how many front pages they could get out of my life’. [LAUGHTER]. ‘I might as well ask Peter Stringfellow to be my campaign manager’. [LAUGHTER].  And that’s the panel. [APPLAUSE].

Let’s have our first question, please.

SAGAR
Bharat Sagar.  Should we do more to defend the NHS from attacks by the American right.

MAIR
Sarah Churchwell.

CHURCHWELL
[LAUGHS] How did I know you would come to me on a question about the NHS? um.. I think there are a couple of things that need to be said um about America and um the medic – about this kind of, you know, furore that has er erupted.  The first is that the people um on the American right who are making those comments I mean like the ‘Evil and Orwellian’ er comment about the NHS that has gotten so much play is of course Sarah Palin so I think first of all we need to consider the source um and not sink to Palin’s level and er and – and to her kind of playground tactics and start mud-slinging too. um I and I have seen a fair amount about it – ‘well you know the American system is completely broken – how dare they?’ You know and everybody is getting very erm – very combative about it and very contentious and it seems to me that leads very quickly to demonising the other side to caricaturing.  um it’s clear to me as somebody who has lived and used both systems – both systems are flawed, both systems have their benefits, um I will say that for my money, I do think the NHS is better, I have used both and I do think that the NHS is a better system [APPLAUSE] um and I think that Americans would do well to be a little bit less chippy about some of these things and to start trying to learn lessons from the rest of the world er in all kinds of areas.  um That said, I do think that Americans – the republican right um – they’re – they’re basically, I think two – two vested interests and two concerns here.  One of which I think is illegitimate and one of which I think is legitimate.  The illegitimate one is the lobbyists and the insurance companies um the pharmaceutical corporations, the medical industry in general, there’s an enormous amount of money at stake here and I think real greed is pulling strings, I don’t think anybody can be in a lot of doubt about that and clearly that needs to be brought under control in some way.  However, what’s happening is that the manipulating of the opinion of – of regular Americans normal, quote unquote people, who I think have legitimate concerns and I think it’s hard for people here to realise sometimes how important um the notion of a free market is in America, how dearly-held it is, how much it is a principle.  um You may not agree with it but I think you have to respect the degree to which it is a principle and in particular what they’re worried about is choice, they’re worried about cost-cutting and they’re worried about their right to um – and they’re worried about it coming out of their pay cheques I mean part of this is about how it has been represented to them as well so when comments like ‘Evil and Orwellian’ come out you know, they’re not doing anybody any favours but I think that the concerns that America’s expressing if they could express them in slightly er more informed and slightly more measured terms er there is actually something to be learned I think from both sides.

MAIR
Oliver Walston

WALSTON
The American medical system is very, very, very good indeed. Long pause. [SLIGHT LAUGHTER] providing you’re very rich. [MORE LAUGHTER] and if you’re not very rich it’s terrible and as far as [APPLAUSE] I should point out I have an American wife and my all three children have American passports too so I’m not entirely ignorant on the subject but fairly ignorant as you’ll see from my prejudices. er One of my prejudices is a prejudice about Mr Hannan who I wouldn’t wish on anybody [LAUGHTER].

MAIR
The Conservative MEP.

WALSTON
He’s the Conservative Member of Parliament – Member of the European Parliament who said that he wouldn’t wish the National Health Service on the Americans.  I mean the campaign that is going on in the States would be funny if it weren’t so serious and weren’t so sickening.

CHURCHWELL
Exactly

WALSTON
To have – to have people like Sarah Palin, who’s a very attractive but extraordinarily stupid woman [LAUGHTER] er stand up and say that there would be – would be death panels in America whereby doctors would choose who lived and who died and somebody else said that Steven Hawking who’s just received an award from President Obama would be dead by now er and should have been dead by now – it’s just absolutely outrageous and the National Health System is not perfect but it is damn near perfect and I’m incredibly proud of it and incredibly happy with it [APPLAUSE] and I would love the Americans to .. [BECOMES INAUDIBLE UNDER APPLAUSE].

MAIR
Toby Young the question is ‘should we do more to defend the NHS from attacks by the American right’ and several senior politicians have come out and been very vocal on Twitter and elsewhere about this – should more be said?

YOUNG
Well I’ve been Twittering away like crazy – my Twitter name is Tobemeister so I’ve been doing my bit um my son er was born with chickenpox um which, believe it or not, is, if you’re a newborn, a very dangerous disease and um I think it’s safe to say his life was saved by um the paediatric department of er Chelsea and Westminster Hospital so um the NHS will have my undying loyalty um for the rest of my life um but it’s not just, you know, I don’t just base this on personal experience, um I lived for five years in America, I – on one occasion – had to rely on um American er – the  - the local American hospital and it was an absolutely ghastly experience and I was fully insured.

MAIR
Although you had alienated everyone.

CHURCHWELL
[LAUGHS]

YOUNG
That’s true – they may have read my book I don’t know. But another – another friend of mine who has a very well-paid job in New York who had been treated for a serious stomach ailment at a New York hospital, er the stomach ailment recurred, and rather than go back to the same hospital he got on a British Airways flight er in extreme pain and flew back to London and then just drove straight to the nearest hospital and that tells you everything you need to know about the NHS and all I can say about Daniel Hannan MP er MEP is that um I hope he doesn’t get ill when he’s on his tour in America. [LAUGHTER AND APPLAUSE].

MAIR
Bob Crow

CROW
Well I’m a big defender of the National Health System.  The only reason that you can question the National Health System’s deficiencies is because of those people that want to privatise it and that’s what’s er creeping into the British National Health system.  I mean before the War er there was a (sic) argument whether you could afford to go and see a doctor or take your children to hospital.  And now what we’ve got is a situation where the National Health Service is not free, you pay on the basis of National Insurance contributions to what you earn and those people who say ‘well I never use the National health Service so I’m paying for a service I don’t get’ I would say ‘good luck to them’ because when you walk through those doors of an NHS hospital, whether you’re a peasant or a prince, you get the same quality of service.  And what’s happened is – not just the Conservatives, yes these Conservatives would love to get their hands on and give it to their friends in the private health world.  But if someone unfortunately got knocked down by a car in Rye tonight, I don’t see a private ambulance coming and picking those people up and taking them to hospital.  It would be the NHS that – that come and deal with those people.

MAIR
Do you not take David Cameron at his word when he says that Daniel Hannan is eccentric and the Tories are ...

CROW
I take his word that he’s eccentric, David Cameron, but also [LAUGHTER] but also I don’t trust a word that David Cameron would like to get his hands on and privatise the NHS system.  In America a fifty million people don’t have health care and the battle that’s taking place at the moment is not about whether the quality of service of the healthcare in America will be good, it’s whether the private companies and insurance companies can get their hands on and make money out of people being ill.  Your health should be your first [SLIGHT APPLAUSE] example of wealth and as far as we’re concerned, the NHS must be defended.  The Tories have got a big problem when it comes to an election because everyone knows they would love to privatise, it’s only a shame that the Labour party don’t realise that if it come out and openly and said that we’re going to defend an NHS system and not let it privatise they would get a lot more people supporting them. [APPLAUSE].

CHURCHWELL
I think that to – to return to the question er about whether more ought to be done to defend the NHS, what concerns me, though, is  that and even with some of these answers, because tempers are rising and because people feel so personal about this, because people have personal stories about their – their – themselves or their family members, that it gets, it gets heated, it gets emotional and it becomes mud-slinging you start trading bad stories and we can all trade horror stories, there are horror stories in the NHS, there are horror stories in America, there are good stories in America, there are good stories here. It seems to me that what we need to do is to stop having these kinds of polarising attitudes where we’re saying they’re all bad or they’re all good or everybody’s evil and Orwellian or everybody’s fantastic and perfect and actually start looking at in – in hopefully a rational and – and kind of sensible way about what works, what doesn’t work and actually say – agree the principles and say, you know OK let’s try – let’s try to make this go forward and I agree with Bob that unfortunately er greed is getting in the way, unfortunately politics is getting in the way as well – last night er on Newsnight there was a woman who was given the chance to defend the NHS against an American, you know, GEO key swift boater who was trying to say it was all ‘Evil and Orwellian’ and she started talking about all the things that Labour has done instead of talking about what the NHS has done.  So I think that the opportunities they’ve been given they haven’t actually taken advantage of to talk about what is good about the system.

MAIR
Toby Young

YOUNG
I’m not a dyed-in-the-wool Tory but I do feel um er obliged to defend David Cameron here after what Bob just said. um I think David Cameron may have started out with the attitude towards the NHS of a typical Tory boy, um but I think um having seen the quality of care that his own son Ivan received, I think he now has the zeal of a convert and I do think the NHS would be safe under the Conservative party.

MAIR
Bob Crow?

CROW
Well if that’s the case then why have private hospitals er because the reality is the same people that do surgery Monday to Thursday for the NHS, then go and moonlight and work for private companies at the weekend as well, that’s the reality, the only difference between private and NHS is that if you’ve got money in your pocket you can jump the queue, that’s all it boils down to so what you’re really saying to someone ‘if you’ve got money and you’ve got an illness, then you can jump the queue if you’ve got it’.  My personal view: if you’re ill you should get that service the same as anyone else and in my view all private hospitals should be banned completely and there should be one NHS system comprehensive for everyone.

MAIR
But the existence of private hospitals doesn’t prove your argument that David Cameron wants to privatise the NHS does it?

CROW
Well we’ll wait and see er and what he puts in his manifesto and people will have to remember what he said in August 2009 if he gets elected that there’ll be no privatisation in the NHS.  My personal view is that the people that support the Tory party, those big private companies will put pressure on him to try and privatise big elements of the National Health System.

MAIR
Thank you for that.  The ‘Any Answers’ telephone number, if you want to join the debate after Saturday’s ‘Any Questions’ is 03700 100 444, that’s 03700 100 444 or you can e-mail any.answers@bbc.co.uk.  Our next question please.

SMITH
Mary Smith.  What is an MP worth?

MAIR
Oliver Walston

WALSTON
er I’d say about £65,000 on a good day. [LAUGHTER]  er although not many of them have good days these days and Alan Duncan er who I – I checked before and I am allowed to repeat what Alan Duncan said which is that said that he was treated like shit and I can understand why he was treated that way, the way he’s talking right now [LAUGHTER].  The fact is that – that MPs have a pretty good life. They have a pay that is three times the national average, they have 82 days holiday a year, they have an enormous amount of expenses, somewhat less they’re going to have in the future than they’ve had in the past – just as well, and for the Alan Duncans of this world to stand up and say that he’s been forced to live on rations and he’s treated like shit is just outrageous, that man should have been sacked. [APPLAUSE].  

MAIR
First of all, please, stop repeating it and sec..

CHURCHWELL
[LAUGHS] 

MAIR
.. and secondly, more importantly, isn’t he allowed to joke?

WALSTON
If that’s his idea of a joke then he – he’d better go and take lessons in sense – in having a sense of humour.  That’s not funny, that’s not remotely – does anybody here in this room think it’s remotely amusing what he said? [AUDIENCE: ‘NO’] Thank you. I make my point.

MAIR
Toby Young

YOUNG
um Well you often hear the argument that um one of the reasons MPs um are er essentially cheat on their expenses is because they don’t get paid enough in the form of a basic salary and – and Alan Duncan I think was making the same argument that you’re not going to attract people of the right calibre into politics if you don’t pay them more and they’re now forced to live on rations because of all this public scrutiny and I think the counter argument to that is um you – you would hope that the sort of people going into politics aren’t doing it for the money but because of a sense of public duty and because they want to make a difference and, you know, if Alan Duncan um feels he isn’t being paid enough and er people of his calibre aren’t being, you know, given the rewards they should be then he’s perfectly welcome to leave, resign his seat and allow someone else to step into his shoes. [APPLAUSE].

MAIR
Bob Crow the question is: What is an MP worth?

CROW
I think an MP’s worth a lot of money if they do their job and er what we should stop first of all is MPs doing two jobs and three jobs.  That should be the first issue. [APPLAUSE]  ... why should they be allowed to so-called represent people in Parliament but then sit on Boards and be consultants earning money on the side, either you’re dedicated to do one job and one job only.  I’ve got no problem with the actual pay er that an MP gets and I believe that if an MP stays away from home they should receive reasonable expenses. I don’t expect an MP er to sit in an old bed and breakfast every night, I expect them to have proper accommodation and proper researchers to do their work but to turn around like he has and said that er you know that they’ve been treated er like – like the church mouse er basically I think is absolutely scandalous.  When – when Toby says about the calibre of people well what about the people they’re supposed to be representing?  Pensioners who are getting less than ninety quid a week to survive on, unemployed who are getting less than seventy quid a week to survive on, they’re supposed to be representing those people.  Now I’m not one of those people who turn around and say ‘you should get the average wage and the average wage should apply’, there should be the rate of pay for the job, but their job at the end of the day is to roll their sleeves up and fight for their constituents and all it seems to me – all they’re prepared to roll their sleeves up for the vast majority, not all of them, there are some excellent MPs that did not take advantage of the expenses scandal, but the vast majority of them seem to be rolling their sleeves up for one thing only and that’s how much they can get out of it personally theirselves. [APPLAUSE].

MAIR
What would you ... I think you started by saying they – they deserve a lot of money and then you gave us some detail about your thinking – but what is a lot?  What do they deserve? 

CROW
Well I mean as I said before I mean the er there’s got to be some kind of formula agreed.  Whether the formula’s er, the top quarter – quartile of what people earn, whether it’s linked to some professional body, whether it’s linked to every group of workers they’re supposed to represent, I’m not really concerned about that ..

MAIR
Are you offering to negotiate for them?

CROW
Well .. [LAUGHTER] Some of our members earn a lot more er than what the MPs do – there will be MPs putting in for train drivers jobs er very shortly. [LAUGHTER] But they’ve got – they’ve got enough people in there to argue for theirselves. I’m more interested not about arguing for them, are they doing the business to argue for the people they’re supposed to represent.

MAIR
All right

CROW
Those people who’ve been slung onto the dole queues every day of the week, that’s what I have my concerns about.

WALSTON
I think it would be interesting to put this into perspective because before I came on this er panel I googled everybody else to check who they were and I – I looked up to see how much Bob Crow earned he earns 91,646 quid a year if you include the benefits which is 1762 quid a week, 352 quid a day, 44 quid an hour or 73 pence a minute so he’s earned about £1.80 just answering that question. [APPLAUSE].

CROW
[LAUGHS]

WALSTON
Which is good going.  I’m sure he’s worth every penny of it. [APPLAUSE].

MAIR
Sarah Churchwell

CHURCHWELL
Well I hope  you didn’t look up what I earn um  it is er it is a matter of public record because I also am employed by a state institution, by the University of East Anglia and um the top salary that a professor can make um if you make, you know, to the highest echelons of academic life is just about – is just a little bit under that at the moment – it’s about 60k ,so if somebody was told that I can aspire to – that that is er um the top that I’m going to manage in my profession if I really really er knuckle down and get to work at the same time that I am told that I should um that I should be, you know, that – that what we all ought to be doing a cost benefit analysis, that the reason why I take what is – what is regarded or um represented a cut in pay for somebody who is highly qualified, um supposed to be good at what she does etc. etc. Is that I get to do what I enjoy, um I get to do – I get the supposed days of holiday although these do have a way of evaporating um and that I’m actually doing something that I believe in and we all are adults, we go into our professions er with our eyes open, um some of us have more choices than others, and one of the things that really irritates me about the – the way that politicians are talking is that they seem to suggest that um and – and I think you know everyone here seems to be in agreement about this, that um that they deserve more, that they ought to be making more but they’re somehow hard done-by if they aren’t earning more.  Instead of everybody saying not just that they ought to in some sense be there um because they want to do good but in – in some sense because they’re – they’re involved in a profession that they – that presumably they enjoy or why have they chosen to go into it?  So there’s also a part of me  that says ‘what exactly are you whingeing about?’ um if you like what you are doing, if you – if and people go into it for all kinds of reasons, they’re clearly people who are there out of vanity, there are people who are there out of ego, people who are there out of power trips, they are getting other kinds of things out of this, so for them to also represent is being sheerly about money seems to me quite disingenuous.  um The rest of us are being told all the time to make those kind of – precisely those kind of trade-offs:  to decide whether we want to sacrifice our value system and um, you know, any sense of self-worth and become bankers and become incredibly rich um and – and you know, by – by ripping off everybody else or whether in fact we want to give something back to society and take a pay cut..

MAIR
All right

CHURCHWELL
.. you know, I think that’s a trade-off that we all have to make.

MAIR
Bob Crow

CROW
Just very quickly to what Oliver said there I mean er Oliver’s a big farmer and he spends most of his time on computers looking at how much money he earns instead of finding out how things should grow. [SOME AUDIENCE RESPONSE] 

WALSTON
Perfectly true…

CROW
…But the difference between my salary is – my salary is recorded with the Government’s certification officer on the web, on the internet, for every member of the public to see, everything I’ve claimed for, and that’s been on there for years, my pay rise is determined by my members at the Annual General Meeting, it’s only a shame that these MPs had to be dragged and kicked to say what expense they was claiming. [APPLAUSE].

MAIR
Oliver Walston

WALSTON
Listening to Alan Duncan talk I’m reminded of the question they used to ask in Jackson Mississippi in the –in the State Assembly – the difference between a Catfish and a politician – does anyone know the difference between a Catfish and a politician?  One is a bottom-dwelling scum-sucker, and the other’s a fish. [LAUGHTER].

MAIR
Toby Young

YOUNG
The thing which – the thing which really stuck me about this story is that um er – the – the journalist um who – who broke the story he – he – he first came into contact with Alan Duncan because he made a YouTube video in which he went to Alan – Alan Duncan’s country house er because Alan Duncan had claimed um nearly five thousand pounds on gardening expenses, he er created a little garden in the shape of a pound note. And Alan Duncan’s response er was to invite this man for a drink at the House of Commons and sound off about what a tough job MPs have – of course he was recording it! I mean on grounds of sheer stupidity alone Alan Duncan should go. [LAUGHTER]

CHURCHWELL
Absolutely [APPLAUSE]

MAIR
Let’s have our next question please.

SAGAR
Anna Sagar. Would the panel leave a wedding if they couldn’t sit next to their partner?

MAIR
Ah this relates to Jim Fitzpatrick, the Farming Minister, who was at a Muslim wedding in his constituency with his wife, and when he discovered they had to sit in separate rooms they both left.  Bob Crow.

CROW
Well it’s a difficult one really I mean you have to respect er people’s religions I mean I’ve got to say that er my wife’s listening now, that’s if I said to her that I didn’t want to be in the same room as her, then when I get home tonight the room – I ain't going to get into me house never mind [LAUGHTER] get into the room tonight.  But no you’ve got to – it’s a balancing act isn’t it?  I mean er I’ve been brought up, you know, that er you stay with your partners in weddings and parties and christenings and whatever, certain religions er do different things so you have to respect religions I think er..

MAIR
So you would happily sit in a separate room in those circumstances.

CROW
I think myself you have to say that if it really upset you, you’d have to say thanks very much but we’ve got to leave without causing a scene.

MAIR
I’m still not hearing your answer though.

[SMALL APPLAUSE]

.. what would you do?

CROW
I’ve got to say that you’ve got to um raise the question – do you upset the people you’ve invited or do you upset the Missus?

MAIR
What’s the answer to that question?

CROW
I ain’t going to upset the Missus, no.

MAIR
OK. [LAUGHTER] Sarah Churchwell.

CHURCHWELL
Well as the only person on the panel who is a Mrs, um and actually a recent Mrs I just finished planning a wedding so this is a subject that’s rather dear to my heart, um yeah I have to say that I feel pretty strongly that er, and I should say this as a card-carrying feminist who as Eddie said was quite vocal in my er in my annoyance at the way Hillary Clinton was treated earlier in the week, um but I think a wedding is a private matter that is.. you are invited to as guests of the people um for a private religious ceremony and um that the customs and the er and the rituals that are observed at that ceremony are entirely up to the people who are getting married and you are their guest.  If they asked me to pay to sit in their room or something then you know I would turn them down and leave but if I’m there as a guest, at their party then I feel that it is incumbent upon me to respect their customs and I might not like them and I might think to myself well I don’t know if I want to be friends with these people any more because they respect customs that I really have a problem with and I really didn’t know going into it that they respected them, but I certainly would not make a scene about them, I certainly would not flounce out um in – in some kind of protest because it’s not a public situation and I think that in private situations people um are allowed to – to follow their own customs.

MAIR
Oliver Walston [APPLAUSE]

WALSTON
Having been married to the same woman for slightly over forty years, she would be deeply relieved if she felt she had to sit in a different room. [LAUGTHER] But that’s a serious question, it deserves a serious answer, and the answer is no you jolly well do not walk out.  If somebody, because of their religious beliefs, puts you in different rooms, so be it, big deal, you have an hour and a half in a different room and – and ..

CHURCHWELL
And you meet nice women

WALSTON
And you may meet a nice woman too.  In my case inevitably you would.  But no you jolly well – if you – if you accept the invitation you jolly well do what your host wants you to do and you do not walk out, you do not upset people and it seems to me stupid, short-sighted and bloody rude to walk out like that man did.

MAIR
Toby Young  [APPLAUSE]

YOUNG
Well the – the opening joke I made at my own wedding when I was giving a speech was that this was the first wedding I’d ever been to in which I didn’t feel guilty about having slept with the bride the night before. [LAUGHTER] and the first thing my wife said to me when I sat down was ‘so tell me what weddings have you been to recently?’ [LAUGHTER]  And I have to say it wasn’t a very comfortable evening.

CHURCHWELL
She sent you to a separate room.

MAIR
Is this a question of manners as Sarah and Oliver were saying?

YOUNG
I think it is. I mean I think er you know, um the one – the one, you know, as you said in your introduction I’m the guy who loses friends and alienates people so I never get great placement at weddings or indeed dinner parties and I’ve learned to take my lumps – I think that is polite.

MAIR
All right.  The telephone number for Any Answers is 03700 100 444, that’s 03700 100 444.  Let’s take our next question please.

SAGAR
Ella Sagar.  As someone who’s going into my GCSE year what subjects do the panel think I should take for A level to guarantee me a job. [AMUSED SOUNDS]

MAIR
Toby Young

YOUNG
I – I’m afraid to say that um there are almost no subjects you could take that would, in the current climate, guarantee you a job um I think that figures released today um have – have revealed that, or was it this week anyway, have revealed that unemployment is now officially at 12.4%, and for 16 – 24 year olds um it’s approaching one million and um it looks like the economic climate in which you’ll be leaving school er for the next er – for the foreseeable future is going to be pretty grim and um I’ve been thinking about this and I think probably the best solution is some kind of um er national civic service and I can’t believe I’m saying this because I used to listen to programmes like Any Questions as a boy and hear these Bufton Tufton types saying ‘the solution to youth crime is to reintroduce conscription’… I am now that man. [LAUGHTER].

MAIR
Bob Crow

CROW
Well it’s very difficult and I haven’t got advice to give. I’ve got four children er two have been to University er they’re both – both teachers and a teaching assistant, the youngest one is doing her GCSEs, she’s getting her results in a couple of weeks time, she doesn’t know whether to go to higher education or a college or to University and I’ve got a boy who never went to college and he’s earning a fortune in the railway industry er so [LAUGHTER] so sometimes it’s not what you know, it’s who you know [LAUGHTER].

YOUNG
He wanted to go into politics and you said ‘don’t be a fool’.

CROW
Well the issue’s this at the end of the day is I think what we’ve got to look at is not what subjects er – it’s an actual shame now that you’ve got to look at what subjects you think are going to get you a job, rather than do the subject you think that’s going to advance yourself.  That’s the real torrid situation we’ve got er in Britain now. [APPLAUSE] My – my suggestion is that if you want to go to University you do the subjects you want to do.  The problem that’s wrong is the mass unemployment that’s taking place and also the cost for you and other people to go to University and er what this Government’s done who, by the way, had the great advantage near enough all the Cabinet ministers and all the previous Cabinet ministers over this 11 – 12 years of a New Labour government, they’ve all had the opportunity of state education and going to University without fees round their neck [APPLAUSE] and what they’ve done is they’ve pulled the ladder up behind them and allowed people like yourselves to be in debt for years to come, and I think it’s shocking and what should happen is that people should have the opportunity to go to University again, not on the basis of the size of their wallet. [APPLAUSE]

MAIR
I’m intrigued, we’ve only had two answers so far because Ella you were looking for a specific help on what subjects do you think should be taken at A Level to guarantee you a job – what do you think of the answers so far?

SAGAR
um I agree with the answers um quite a few people like the same things and like different things but um yeah I was wondering if vocational courses are what your guidance was on those. [MIC NOISE]

MAIR
All right Sarah Churchwell this is your neck of the woods.

CHURCHWELL
Well it is my neck of the woods in one sense and in another sense I’m – I’m probably about the most biased person you’re likely to ask because – er because as an academic I’ve – all of my training has been in academic subjects and I have very little exposure to and experience of vocational training except academic vocational training.  um So I’m actually in a sense the last person to advise you about vocational training.  um What I would say is it did – it did seem to me that in some ways, although I think we’re all agreed that the situation is terrible that people were slightly evading your question, it seems to me a perfectly reasonable question. um What I would say is that – that I’m agreed there are no, it’s clear that there are no subjects that are going to guarantee you a job, we all know that there is just no such guarantee to be had but what I would say is that there is perhaps a chance of making a virtue of necessity there and saying well since nothing is going to be guaranteed to get you a job, you might as well study what interests you anyway, learn, develop, grow, I would suggest that a broad-base of skillsets will give you the most flexibility going into the future um I think that sometimes people get a little bit tied down when they think about academic training in terms of – of a very literal kind of relevance so they say ‘well if I study literature what’s the relevance in that in a business degree?’ well for example, it teaches you communication skills, it teaches you analytical skills, it teaches you to write well – not as well as we used but we’re working on it – and um you know and - and to make sure that people have you know advanced literacy skills, they have advanced numeracy skills are going to give you at least the flexibility that when the market hopefully does recover at some point you’ll be able to pick and choose the kinds of things that you might want to go into and have a reasonable grounding in various subjects.  I mean it – in a sense that sounds like an evasive answer but I feel like I at least tried to answer the question honestly.

MAIR
Oliver

WALSTON
You want three subjects right, short term you should do sports medicine because the Olympics are coming up and they’re going to need an awful lot of people [LAUGHTER].  Longer term you should do Chinese because there are a hell of a lot of Chinese and there are going to get more and more as the world goes on so in the long-term I’d definitely suggest Chinese and as your third  I’d do English Literature so you can discover something other than Harry Potter. [LAUGHTER].

CHURCHWELL
Oliver I’m concerned as to why you would assume she hasn’t discovered anything beyond Harry Potter yet – I’m sure she has.

WALSTON
I had assumed nothing at all I was – I was just taking her as being a face in the audience because deep down inside I know that you’re a very sensitive lady who has given up Harry Potter years ago.

MAIR
Happily Ella it’s not your job to answer the panel’s questions so don’t feel obliged.  What are you inclined towards, have you made any decisions yet?

SAGAR
I quite like history and English and literature um Spanish as well yes basically.

MAIR
Well good luck with it whatever you end up doing thank you for the question. [APPLAUSE] Here comes another one.

BARKER
Brian Barker.  Is getting two Clintons for the price of one a help or a hindrance?

MAIR
Sarah Churchwell.

CHURCHWELL
[LAUGHS] Oh um well putting the question in those terms er in particular um yes insofar as it is two Clintons for the price of one so far that seems to be a hindrance and I think it’s a hindrance to Hillary as much as it is to anybody else. um It does seem as if, I assume that you are referring among other things to the contretemps in the Congo earlier this week.  um That – that for Hillary the problem is – is getting outside of her husband’s shadow and – and everyone continuing to refer everything back to that marriage and everything back to his presidency, everything back to her husband and not allowing that she may have actually um earned the right to be where she is.  Now some people dispute that, some people don’t think that she has um I had an argument about this with somebody yesterday, um saying that you know she was only a Senator for – for er you know one and a half terms and I said but she was, she was actually a very good Senator anybody in New York would agree with that er I think most of them would anyway – she was empirically a pretty good Senator for her constituency and that’s – that’s considerably more qualification that Condoleezza Rice had when she was made Secretary of State and she didn’t take anything like er the kind of  flack that Hillary Clinton has been taking.  um I think that Hillary Clinton is an extremely smart, extremely capable, extremely tough person er who made a bit of a pact with the devil er if you want my honest opinion and ..

MAIR
The devil being ...			

CHURCHWELL

.. the devil being um ambition I think as – as it so often is I think that um – I think that she – she and Bill Clinton probably, and I don’t know this, this is strictly my, you know, conjecture, but it seems to me that they – that, you know, they agreed that they would stand by each other and that she would see him through the White House and not embarrass him further with Lewinski and he would stand by her in her political career.  um They – they both being human and fallible and um you know, er prone to whatever kinds of gaffes each of them is prone to ...

MAIR
The world is richer for having two of them than ...

CHURCHWELL
.. well you know I think it probably is and I don’t think that it has done America nearly as much harm as any of the people in the previous eight years er so you know [APPLAUSE] they’ve brought us some comedy, we’ve got some good laughs out of the both of them and – and honestly I think the kinds – the kinds of issues that Hillary is raising are incredibly important um in terms of women’s rights around the world and I – and I don’t like the way that the discourse this week has distracted attention from that and made it back about her marriage to Bill.

MAIR
Oliver Walston

WALSTON
August used to be called, in the old days when Fleet Street was Fleet Street August used to be called the Silly Season and I can understand why.  At a very small press conference in the Congo, a very bad interpreter mis-translated a question ..

CHURCHWELL
No he didn’t.

WALSTON
... which was completely irrelevant anyway in which she – the questioner asked Hillary Clinton what her husband thought.  It probably wasn’t actually what her husband thought it was probably what the President thought and the press, because it’s the silly season, have picked it up.  Anybody who has seen the press conference on telly which I did – Hillary Clinton did not lose her cool, she was mildly irritated but that’s all.  So the answer to your question is yes the world is a much better place to have two Clintons, I like both of them I have a bumper – I have a fridge magnet which says on my fridge at home which says ‘Come back Bill all is forgiven’.. not that I ..[SLIGHT APPLAUSE] and I think the Clintons are the best thing that’s happened to American politics before the Obamas.

MAIR
Do you think Hillary’s got the same fridge magnet? [LAUGHTER AND APPLAUSE]

WALSTON
Hillary’s fridge magnet will depend entirely on how frigid she was feeling at the time.[LAUGHTER]

MAIR
And the telephone number for any answers is 03700 300 444 [LAUGTHER IN B/G]. Toby Young.

YOUNG
um Getting two Clintons for the price of one is what we call a BOGOF isn’t it? um and er I noticed that the Government came down um against BOGOFs earlier in the week because apparently it’s encouraging people to buy more food than they need, some of the food passes its sell-by date, they throw it away, creates a lot of wastage.  The problem is it’s a bit rich for this Government to come in about BOGOFs when in a sense, you know, Gordon Brown is a BOGOF – we – we bought one Prime Minister, we got a second one for free and I think he’s past his sell by date and it’s time we tossed him out.

MAIR
Bob Crow

CROW
I think er I’m not an arguer for the Democratic party but er the Democratic party is far better for – in my view for the vast majority of American people when the people worldwide on world policy than the Republicans and what  we’ve had is er the price of two Bushes for a number of years who have taken this er – their country into war er on a number of occasions, have caused their policy to be hated and I think we the strength of having Hillary Cinton married to an ex-President is that er she will have experience that when she wants to download from the ex-President on issues, will give her the advice that she can either take or not take for the benefit of the American people and worldwide. And er I personally think that er I see that er question that was asked, I think the question, I disagree with Oliver on one point but I agree with him on the other: I think the question was pretty clear what was said to her: ‘What did your husband think of this?’ and I think that’s a patronising question for someone who has got into a position purely by her own credit, and I think myself that if she was Hillary Clinton what she will do is take advice when she wants, not just from her husband, but  a whole range of people er but she’s in there on her own merit and I think to myself that the world’s stronger because the President of America, whether we like it or not is the most powerful person in the world and I think myself it would be absolutely foolish that someone who can encapsulate all that experience that you didn’t want to download that experience when it suited you.

MAIR
Thank you for that let’s take our ..[APPLAUSE] .. our next question please.

ESSLIN-PEARD
Chris Esslin-Peard.  Is strike action by public-sector unions the industrial relations of the dark ages?

MAIR
Bob Crow any thoughts?  [LAUGHTER]

CROW
The reality is that more people lose time at work through injuries caused by bad employers than people taking strike action and before people take strike action it’s not just someone decides one morning that we fancy a strike er what it means is that the people concerned have to have a secret ballot, they can vote yes or no, we respect our members wishes whether they vote yes or no, they’re the members at the end of the day who decide if they want to authorise industrial action.  We have to give the employer seven days notice before we take industrial action and it’s a period of about five or six weeks before action can take place.  The reality is – is that without trade unions who’s going to speak for working people out there? [APPLAUSE] And everything – every progressive policy that has come into this country – we’ve talked about the National Health Service, the National Health Service was started by a Welsh miner, Aneurin Bevan, the whole question of the industries, the nationalised industries – the question of minimum wage, were all pushed by the trade union movement, and the fact is – is that both the Conservatives, New Labour and the Liberals all support keeping anti-trade union laws in plac, and the reason they want to keep them in place is that if they have a group of workers that are docile who come to work and don’t argue, the employers will make bigger profits than what they’ve got now..

MAIR
Right

CROW
.. kids would still be up chimneys if it wasn’t for the trade union movement.

MAIR
Toby Young I sensed you looking agitated – was I wrong?

YOUNG
The question was ‘is strike action by public sector unions the industrial relations of the dark ages?’ and um I think the answer is ‘no’.  The dark ages were quite literally in the 70s when um industrial action meant that er we had power cut after power cut and literally had to er move around in the dark.  I mean I remember the Winter of Discontent and I have to say - even though I am sympathetic to some of the things Bob Crow says, I would hate to return to a period in British public life when the unions have an absolute strangle-hold over the Government and can bring down the elected Government of the day if it tries to do anything to take them on and I think we have a lot to be grateful to Margaret Thatcher for in that regard.

AUDIENCE MEMBER
Hear hear  [APPLAUSE AND SOME BOOING]

MAIR
First sustained booing of the night.  Oliver.

WALSTON
Well I think the trade unions are an essential part of society and our life and I think the right to strike is an essential part of trade union law and this country’s freedom.  It’s interesting though just to get a quick jab in at Bob that every single Communist Government there’s ever been, none of them have allowed strike action, not one single one has.  I think strike action is good when necessary, it got out of control in the Thatcher years, Thatcher put it right up to a point, probably over-compensated but I think it’s totally right and correct that every trade union, public sector or otherwise, with the possible exception of the police, has the right to strike and uses it when they feel there’s no alternative.

MAIR
Sarah Churchwell  [APPLAUSE]

CHURCHWELL
I think the problem that most of us face with this is the – is the feeling that um the strikes, particularly train strikes, um that are meant to be helping the working people as – as Bob so passionately said – do so by punishing all the other working people who are trying to get to work. um as somebody who commutes from London to Norwich on the er East Anglian er express um that – those strikes are something that I’m all too familiar with, such as the one that just ended today and it is – it is – you know, it is inexpressible how miserable it is um and the - the degree to which one feels as one is moving through that situation that one is being punished for something that one has no control over so, you know, why exactly are we bearing the brunt of the um of the dispute between labour and the Government.  I mean I understand the logic of course that this is the only thing that’s going to make the Government care, but one does feel as if there ought to be some way of actually striking back at the people who are making the policies rather than the ordinary people who are trying to get on with their lives.

MAIR
All right I know Bob you want to come back in but I want to take one more final question if I may before we finish.

IZARD
John Izard.  Do we want women’s boxing at the London Olympics?

MAIR
Oliver Walston

WALSTON
I think the idea of women’s boxing is appalling.  I have a wife, though, who is the most unaggressive lady you could probably imagine, she doesn’t mind too much about it but I think women’s boxing is absolutely horrible.

MAIR
Why?

WALSTON
Because I don’t know I just think that it’s nasty. I think though that if you’re going to have to have women fighting I suggest you have women wrestling in mud [LAUGHTER] or – or I just thought of this since the Olympic movement is a Greek movement they should possibly be wrestling in olive oil.  [LAUGHTER]

MAIR
I’d love to meet your wife.

WALSTON
Mmm

MAIR
Bob Crow

CROW
I’m in favour of women’s boxing being at the Olympics if men can box, it’s such a horrible sport Oliver, why can’t women box?  No difference at all whatsoever.  I think Oliver you’re one of those people who’s into beach volleyball erm more than anything else ..

WALSTON
Oh yeah I love it

CROW 
.. that’s the sort of sport you would go for.

WALSTON
Absolutely.

CROW
..  but why shouldn’t they box?  People say it’s an ugly sport, it’s not an ugly sport.  If you go to most places er where there’s boxing schools you’ll find that the discipline is far better in the areas concerned and it’s only a shame if there were more boxing schools, the more youth clubs now and there wouldn’t be kids going round the streets smashing things up. [APPLAUSE]

MAIR
Sarah Churchwell

CHURCHWELL
er Yeah of course I think there should be women’s boxing if women want to box um I’m afraid Oliver that I don’t think that women have to be beautiful, weak, gentle, pretty and roll around for your delectation.

WALSTON
It helps though doesn’t it? [LAUGHTER]

CHURCHWELL
.. um.  It may help you. [LAUGHTER]

WALSTON
It does

CHURCHWELL
It doesn’t necessarily help them and the point is – is that as Bob just said, of course they should do it if they want to be able to do it the idea that there is anything that is disbarred to women on the basis of sex is speaking of the dark ages and antediluvian ideas is – I mean I think it’s preposterous. I find it amazing that anybody – I can’t believe I’m sitting next to somebody who actually just said that frankly. [APPLAUSE AND LAUGHTER].

MAIR
You can defend yourself if you want, Oliver.

WALSTON
No I – I – I 

MAIR
It’s indefensible is it?

WALSTON
The expression to hit somebody below the belt is because of the male anatomy.  With women boxers you can’t hit people above the belt or below the belt it seems to me pointless.

MAIR
Although they do seem to manage. Toby Young.

YOUNG
Well um I mean I completely agree with Sarah and Bob it’s ridiculous to think that women er shouldn’t be allowed to box because it’s somehow unladylike or because they might hurt each other in the way that men might not.  I mean you know that’s their risk. I have to say my wife is a very keen amateur boxer and, Oliver, you’re lucky she’s not here now. [LAUGHTER]

MAIR
Oliver you haven’t been swayed by the arguments have you?

WALSTON
On the contrary no I’m still thinking about wrestling in olive oil.

MAIR
Yes I thought you might be. [LAUGHTER].  I wonder if our questioner has any thoughts, Steve, are you in favour of women boxing?

IZARD
I asked the question more from the perspective of the Olympic movement.

MAIR
Oh what a shame we didn’t go down that road.

IZARD
.. which is getting too large, too costly and too daft to get all these sports piling over each other to get in on the act.

MAIR
Ah well we didn’t go down that road but thank you for the question.  Very stimulating.

IZARD
No you didn’t

YOUNG
Perhaps you could have a race to the Olympic stadium to see who can compete.

MAIR
Thank you very much to our panel this week: Toby Young, Oliver Walston, Bob Crow and Dr Sarah Churchwell.  Jonathan will be back next week with, among others, the writer Kate Mosse, James Delingpole and Jonathon Porritt.  Have a good week. [APPLAUSE]


END OF TRANSCRIPT

